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The Omnibus

David Hickey’s great omnibus of an exhibition “Beau Monde: Toward a Redeemed
Cosmopolitanism” was a beautiful argument for banishing wall texts from the
exhibition of contemporary art. Held in 2001, Hickey’s version of SITE Santa Fe’s
International Biennial presented the work of twenty-nine artists in a super-
customized installation that was created by Graft Design working in close rapport
with the curator and a number of the artists. White walls molded and curved
around individual works—works as disparate as Ellsworth Kelly’s classic
abstractions, Kenneth Anger’s controversial films, Darryl (Mutt Mutt) Montana’s
Mardi Gras costumes, and Takashi Murakami’s anime-inspired sculpture—so that
the entire museum was transformed into one great architectural frame.
Appropriately, the label for this picture hung outside the frame, in the form of a
boisterous graffiti drawing by Gajin Fujita painted on the exterior of the building.
Inside, works were identified by a free catalog brochure with short, informative
entries on each of the artists, a map insert, and a curator’s statement on the
premise of the show. All of the usual didactic material—from the introductory wall
panel to the explanatory labels—was rolled into one hand-carried item that
afforded viewers a chance to look at art, undistracted by text and labels.

To imagine visitors at Hickey’s show is to travel back in time to Edgar Degas’s print
of Mary Cassatt in the Paintings Gallery at the Louvre, 1879-80. She leans into a
contrapposto pose, supported by her umbrella, while her semi-invalid sister Lydia
sits in study with a gallery guide, both taking in the pictures and modeling for one.
This late-nineteenth-century picture evokes the art world of Charles Baudelaire.
The poet, art critic, and flaneur may be the ideal visitor to Hickey’s “cosmopolitan
salon.” Profoundly aesthetic and deeply informed, Baudelaire may well have
deduced avant la letter Hickey’s desire to make a show that would “very closely
resemble my idea of a ‘beautiful world.’” He certainly would have had little use for
a curator’s wall text.

But let’s say that Baudelaire, who was as particular as Hickey himself, isn’t your
anticipated audience. A critic and writer, Hickey is well acclaimed for his populist
and philosophical writings on the value of beauty and visual pleasure––influential
writings that cohere like a super-text to the entire SITE Santa Fe exhibition. One
might see the exhibition as a culmination of these texts, which, even if you hadn’t
read them, were elaborated by the installation’s shapely architecture and sheer
gorgeousness (Hickey described his selection as “art on the verge of design”).
Indeed, this show made spectacularly obvious something that is true of all
exhibitions: they are constructions dependent on conventions––assemblages of
objects composed in space for the purpose of display. And in eschewing wall text,
Hickey chose not to deploy one of those conventions.

It was a rare experience to encounter this choice, compared to the more typical
scenario in today’s museums. According to critic Peter Schjeldahl, exhibitions are
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labels throughout the British museum system led, during the 1890s, to a series of
reports by the Museums Association. One popular idea was to print labels on basic
topics or types of objects for general distribution. Typically over three hundred
words in length, these “specimen labels” threatened to turn exhibition displays into
textbooks. The uniformity they sought to impose met with lively resistance and
debate, as evinced by a swell in literature on wall labels around the turn of the
century.9

 

The So-Called Gallery Leaflet

The author of the invaluable publication from which I have just extracted this
history was  F.J. North. North was not a curator of art, but a keeper of geology at
the National Museum of Wales. And while he confidently dispenses advice on how
to label winkles and lions, he counsels that art is a different matter altogether.
“There are, indeed, differences of opinion as to whether the things displayed in art
galleries should have labels at all.”10 This question was taken up by Laurence Vail
Coleman, whose 1927 American manual for small museums was as serviceable to
North in 1957 as it seems today.11 Coleman parses the problem three ways. Viewers
who take only an intellectual interest in what they see are apt to be frustrated by
installations that don’t provide didactic labels. Art is, by contrast, a sensory
experience and labels, however informative, cannot help viewers in their
appreciation of art. They can actually hinder its experience. Basically, it comes
down to aesthetics versus information, weighted on the side favoring aesthetics.
The best solution, Coleman concludes, is to produce short inconspicuous labels and
gather “together the real label texts into a so-called gallery leaflet.”12 Solid advice
that harks back to the nineteenth-century Salon and pitches forward to “Beau
Monde.” But take a moment to consider the context in which Coleman would have
been doing this leafleting.

The small museum of the 1920s was a temple for art––modern buildings based on
classical architecture are illustrated throughout Coleman’s manual. It was a place
to see treasures of Western culture, including exotic trophies of colonialism, and,
perhaps, some useful decorative arts. All of these could be read comfortably within
the conventions of display. But what if your model isn’t a shrine, but a laboratory, a
lounge, a forum, a Wunderkammer, a cabaret? Don’t imagine that the maverick
director of the Wadsworth Atheneum, A. Everett, “Chick,” Austin Jr., kept a copy of
the small museum manual at his bedside, while he was fixing to present the avant-
garde opera Four Saints in Three Acts as part of the museum’s program for the
Friends and Enemies of Modern Music in 1934. Perhaps your model is not a
museum at all: it’s a site, a visual context, an intervention. How to label, for
example, an earthwork? A colleague says he did not know he was experiencing
Michael Heizer’s Double Negative until he was halfway across the mesa it was
cutting through. What if the art on view was created specifically to defy the
conventions of the small museum? It should not be assumed that the bottlerack, a
task, or a room full of mortuary mist, will hold, or seeks to command, the same
complacent authority as a nineteenth-century painting.

On display in a small museum, Joseph Beuys’s Fingernail Impression in Hardened
Butter, 1971, would appear to have more in common with the Ashmolean’s “a legge
and claw of the Cassowary, or Emu, that dyed at St. James’, Westminster,” than,
say, any one of Alexander Calder’s modernist mobiles. Indeed, a lot of
contemporary art makes its initial appearance on the level of curiosity––by
naturally raising questions. For viewers in pursuit of pure aesthetic experience,
who may want to dismiss an object because it does not look like art, wall labels can
say what the small museum won’t tell: “It’s okay that you don’t find this pleasing, it
wasn’t made to be.” This is not to say that conceptual art, for example, can never be
exhibited without didactics to support it. Certainly a general knowledge of the
practices (and myths) that make relics into sculpture, will allow the mesh bag that
Lygia Clark made for viewers to wear over their heads, her Máscara abismo (Abyss
Mask) of 1968, to be seen as a compelling enough artwork. But to know that she
intended the interaction as “an experimental exercise in liberty,” along with
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something of contemporaneous Brazilian politics and culture, is to experience the
object more fully charged. Particularly in an art world that seeks to be global, this
information need not be discretely tucked away in a genteel brochure or distant
panel. It can be a straightforward presence, so that without breaking eye contact,
one reads both the panel and the object. To wander around organizers Luis
Camnitzer’s, Jane Farver’s, and Rachel Weiss’s 1999 “Global Conceptualism”
exhibition at the Queens Museum, a gallery leaflet in hand, would have been
incongruous with the immediacy of the objects themselves. One wonders, in fact, if
without abundant, conspicuous wall texts, how much of the art on view in that
groundbreaking show would have been reduced to mere curiosities.

 

Believe It Or Not

Artists have a lot to teach curators about the rhetorical power of text. Turning art
into artifacts, and artifacts into displays of institutional racism, all with the switch
of a label, has been a major motif in Fred Wilson’s art. Since the early 1990s,
Wilson’s institutional interventions and mock museum installations have shown
labels to be less than benign. For his 1992 commission Mining the Museum, he
juxtaposed objects from the Maryland Historical Society’s permanent collection
with objects and labels of his own fabrication. A cigar store Indian was declared a
piece of racist folk art when Wilson named the anonymous Native American A
Portrait of John Klein. Elsewhere in the installation, Wilson used spotlighting on
an eighteenth-century white family portrait to pick out the black slave child.
Originally included as one of the many signs of the family’s wealth and status, she
became the dignified subject of Wilson’s display. Out of this collapse between fact
and fiction emerge pictures (and people) that had been typically excised from the
official account of Baltimore society. A pair of slave’s shackles was inserted in a
case of silverware collectively labeled “Metalwork 1830-1880.” There was also
comment on the peculiar habits of curators: a case full of arrowheads, their
accession numbers showing, was called “Collection of Numbers.” Wilson’s practice
stems from his experience inside the museum: he has worked as a museum guard,
educator, and director. Indeed, he started his artistic practice in 1987 while he was
the director of the Longwood Arts Project in the South Bronx. He used the space to
create three different settings––an ethnographic museum, a Victorian room, and a
contemporary white cube––in which he showed the work of three emerging artists.
Wilson’s “Rooms with a View” raised interesting possibilities. The primitivism of
Picasso would take on a whole different character when explicated through maps,
short films, and other information about the Spanish artist’s bohemian tribe. Just
as the Mbuya mask appears validated with a new form of significance when it is
shown without any of those museum modifiers.

Another example that comes to mind is The Play of the Unmentionable, 1992,
Joseph Kosuth’s monumental installation for the Brooklyn Museum, organized by
curator Charlotta Kotik. Staged at the height of the culture wars, Kosuth’s
installation filled the museum’s lobby with “offensive” art culled from virtually
every department of the museum and accompanied by didactics galore. There were
quotes from sources throughout history silkscreened, like super-texts directly on to
the walls; these were painted a museological mausoleum gray. The effect was
arresting enough to transform the museum’s transitional lobby space into a vault of
cascading words and pictures that streamed like water over the installation’s walls.
There were also curatorial wall labels of every shape and size. And there were
crowds of visitors, quietly absorbed in reading the interplay between words and
objects. These included “pornographic” Japanese prints, with an encyclopedia
definition of shunga or “spring pictures” from a tradition where sex was neither
romantic nor phallic, but joyful. There were photographs of male nudes and
flowers by Robert Mapplethorpe, whose work was demonized at the center of the
then-current debates about inappropriate allocation of state funding for the arts.
This quote floated overhead: “The artist does not create for the artist: he creates for
the people and we will see to it that henceforth the people will be called in to judge
its art. ––Adolf Hitler”
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There was a classical sculpture of a young male nude with a cape that, the didactics
informed us, was draped expressly for the purpose of exposing his godlike physique
to an approving Apollo. There were images of iconoclasm. What appeared to be
fragments of Egyptian sculpture, ruined by the passage of time, were in fact
imputable evidence of an ancient conservative lash-back. Following the fall of
Akhenaten, during whose progressive reign art radically evolved, his name and
imagery were mutilated and destroyed in order to excise his power.

And yet, given the amount of information Kosuth’s installation imparted, its
message was far from rhetorical. It showed how the meaning of objects changes not
only over time, and from place to place, but also that these meanings are neither
inherent, nor immediately apparent. They take time to both learn and construct, as
well as to impart and challenge. In making our way through centuries of the
“unmentionable,” we as viewers were impelled by our own relative sense of
curiosity to spend time creating a bigger picture of censorship––and its
interminable threat to creative freedom and expression––than we arrived at the
museum with. By giving expression to (and facilitating) a flow of ideas, labels were
essential to this process––an interpretive process not unlike the construction of a
work of art, an exhibition, a story, history, knowledge.

Interpretation is everything at the Museum of Jurassic Technology (MJT), an
exhibition construct that hovers between the factual and the fantastic, just by the
thread of its didactics. The creation of its founding director David Wilson in 1989,
this Los Angeles institution presents mundane artifacts––teacups, pincushions, a
tatty taxidermied coyote head, a picture of a waterfall, a small bed––in elaborately
mounted displays. Wall cases with wooden moldings, text panels, maps, technical
diagrams and terms, dimly lit galleries punctuated by dramatic spotlighting,
scholarly-looking handouts and small catalogs, the banner and signage outside the
facade, all combine to confer a sense of meaning upon objects that are impervious
to such authority. As viewers, we are caught between sensible disbelief and a desire
to see the Flemish landscape with animals in the distance––a monkey on elephant
back, a bear, a lynx, a camel, stag, etc.––not to the mention the “bearded man
wearing a biretta (a long tunic of classical character)” and the “unusually grim
Crucifixion” all allegedly carved onto that tiny fruit pit standing before us in that
case, which is itself partially obscured by the fronds of a potted plant, placed in
front of it.13 Indeed, the label reads almost exactly like one describing a similar
treasure in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. But without an exhibit about “The
Stink Ant” in proximity, the Met’s pit strains neither our eyes, nor our faith in
knowledge. We see as we are told, unlike at the MJT, where the identity of the
entire institution is a question mark. Part conceptual artwork, part dime museum,
one thing is certain: this ersatz institution full of elliptical objects is nothing
without its wall labels.14

 

Tags and Tombstones

In whatever direction there may be differences of opinion, it will be agreed that
the label must look good.

––F.J. North15

Richard Tuttle is known for making works based on slight, self-effacing gestures.
He is just about the last artist one would expect to express interest in wall labels,
except to ensure that they are out of view of his art. And yet, for his 2001
installation at the Institute of Contemporary Art, University of Pennsylvania, he
specifically requested that the labels hang large. He reasoned that, if this is going to
be a museum show, by all means, let’s make it so: let the labels signify. And so they
did, by being both there (some were almost as big as some of the works) and not
there (as much as you were aware of them, they were totally eclipsed by Tuttle’s
art). The labels themselves were of the variety known as “tombstones”: museum
jargon for those labels bearing a work of art’s vital statistics––artist, title, date,
medium, collection. It’s a fitting image, this tombstone. It recalls Baron Utz’s
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now a-jumble with “patronizing curatorial wall texts, the babble of Acoustiguides,
and other evidence of marketing and education.”1 However unkind, Schjeldahl’s
remark points to a real problem. There is a lack of both rigor and regard paid
exhibition wall text, which has become, like wallpaper, something of a dreary
necessity, taken for granted even by the curators that write them. Or worse: writing
for the New York Times, critic Roberta Smith chided curators for producing shows
that “between the art, the labels, and the catalogs, are largely talk.”2  However, to
therefore deduce that, when it comes to showing contemporary art, all wall text is
bad, or superfluous, is to deny the complexity and creativity of a curatorial practice.
Hence these remarks. Wall text is a curator’s responsibility. It includes the large
didactic panel introducing the exhibition, as well as all the various-sized smaller
panels and labels, marking specific works or moments throughout the
installation.3 It is an opportunity to transmit insights, inspire interest, and to point
to the fact that choices have been made. When there is no wall text, other
assumptions are being made, which also need to be read critically. Whether present
or absent, wall text is an ephemeral literature. It colors our experience, but it is
eminently forgettable. And just as the curator chooses to insert or not to insert it,
so the viewer too has a choice: to read or not to read. Thus, paradoxically, wall texts
can in effect appear or disappear on command. As a consequence, they can, and
should be approached strategically and creatively––or should not be used at all.
Bad wall text is, like bad writing, simply bad.

 

The Omnium Gatherum

Why are we stuck with labels in the first place? Embedded in the history of
museums, labels also originated with private collecting. As recounted in Museum
Labels, a l957 publication of the Museums Association, London, the first
collections ranged from “the ominum gatherum of the individual for whom every
‘oddity’ and ‘rarity’…had a peculiar fascination” to the “Cabinet of the more
discerning collector, who was usually a student of some branch…natural history or
archaeology” to the “acquisitions of wealthy patrons of art.”4  In every case, it was
the collectors themselves, who––prideful of their possessions and the status they
conferred-––provided all the explanation on offer to those fortunate enough to be
invited in for a private view. A label identifying a group of objects might appear
attached to a case; there is a 1719 print of Pope Clement’s botanical collection
showing a box labeled “rocks and minerals.” To keep track of their possessions,
collectors kept inventories, and sometimes produced excellent catalogs to
document and disseminate information about their holdings to like-minded
individuals. As collections evolved a more public purpose, curators assumed the
job of on-site explanation. The first keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, for
example, did not receive a salary but was paid per tour. This system gave rise to
some amusing eighteenth-century complaints. Recipients of a British private
collector’s tour complained of their guide’s “requiring everyone to listen to him as
to an oracle.”5 A visitor left to his own devices in an Italian cabinet remarked, “it is
to be wondered at that those who have had the Curiosity, and means to amass so
many fine Things together should not have had the care…to add explanatory
Remarks on such as are most considerable.”6

The invention of the modern museum brought with it a mandate to educate the
masses. Whereas visitors to early collections would have been on social par with
their hosts, the Grand Tourist was increasingly finding him- or her-self sharing the
museum with the unleisured classes. Entrance fees to the Mechanics Institute, in
London, were staggered: ladies and gentlemen paid higher admission than
tradesmen, who paid more than the working classes.7 (Dress and speech declared
your ticket price.) Inventory-like tags that had once sufficed for members of those
elite groups, whose expeditions and sprees may have given provenance to the
objects on view in the first place, raised more questions than they answered. In
1857, the British House of Commons passed a rule that, in national museums,
objects of art, science, and historical interest would thenceforth be accompanied by
“a brief Description there-of, with the view of conveying useful Information to the
Public, and of sparing them the expense of a Catalogue.”8 Attempts to standardize
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interesting solutions. Curator Jennifer Gross at the Yale University Art Gallery says
that for a show on color, she color-coded parts of the wall and supplied viewers
with a map. Not the most successful experiment she found, as “peop1e have trouble
with maps.” Maps do seem more trouble than they’re worth. The walls are rid of
labels, but so what: you’re busy looking down at a piece of paper, away from the
art, struggling with the orientation of the room?20 Far better was Gross’s plan for a
small show of modern bronzes. Unless it’s on a pedestal, sculpture is always
attended by the problem of sitting in space with no immediately apparent place for
labels. At Yale, viewers carried the labels with them, like keys on a ring; a
reproduction on each card made it easy to identify works, read the tombstone, and
find some interpretative text. These are just some variations on the what and where
of wall labels, which when treated as objects, can assume more (or less) of a
presence in relation to the art on view.

 

What Should a Label Say?

There should be no set standards for labels. Every exhibition calls for the curator to
decide whether, and to what extent, labels will be used, how long they will be, and
what voice they will adopt. When the decision is to make labels part of an
installation, here are some general guidelines. Labels should talk to the viewer and
to the art simultaneously. They should be written knowing that the art is there in
front of the viewers, who are already engaged enough by what they see to want, not
only to know more, but also to see more. Imagine the label as part of a three-way
switch: from looking at the art, to reading the label, which points back to the art. In
this ideal exchange, labels broker a larger understanding of the bigger picture of
the exhibition itself. The viewer is not asked to be merely a reader, but an
interpreter, who is welcome to bring his or her own unpredictable and
unaccountable sense of meaning to what’s on view. On a more practical note comes
another triangular motif. Curator Laura Hoptman, now of the New Museum in
New York, recalls being taught an old museum standard that set the form for wall
labels as a triangular in content. Accordingly, text proceeds from the specific to the
general, as if in answer to an obvious question posed by the work of art or the
show. This question, once answered, might lead to a broader discussion of history
or context, a discussion, which the reader is free to follow as far as she or he likes.
Whether or not, as a curator, one decides to abide by this triangle, its form does
serve to underscore a basic premise of our practice: observation is the primary
experience to be enhanced, not superseded (or worse, obfuscated) by explanation.

Labels speak for the curator, whose job it is to articulate the reason for an
exhibition. When curators don’t use labels, or when the labels are badly written, it
may indicate that the show was only vaguely conceived from the start. “Many
installations are poorly labeled because they are without purpose and therefore
cannot be labeled,” Coleman warns in his museum manual. (Coleman, incidentally
also offers this concrete piece of advice: “If the concluding sentences of a label are
written with a view to persuading the visitor to do something about what he has
learned [like look at another picture in the show, or think about how it relates to
daily life], the label attains to the greatest usefulness.”)21 Thus the reason to label
might be reason itself. This is particularly so in the case of group exhibitions, where
a proposal or premise is clearly being constructed, based on a particular group of
works, which have no other reason for being together than a curator’s whim. This
said, I would reiterate that all exhibitions, including monographic ones, are
essentially essays. Ever present, the thread of the curator’s vision and thinking is a
factor which labels can account for. Indeed, being among the most privileged of
viewers, curators should never take their information for granted, particularly in
the field of contemporary art. Call it the new connoisseurship––connoisseur means
“to know,” after all. Today it seems clear that to recognize quality is to know what
issues, politics, theories, histories, and images are at stake for artists and culture at
large. Exhibitions should make visual those stakes, which can, in turn, be explained
by curators through wall text. Even when the premise of a group show is something
as apparent as the color blue, consider how reductive this can become. Without a
label to say that, for Yves Klein, “International Klein Blue” was physical
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manifestation of otherwise invisible cosmic energy, his blue pigment is apt to be
seen as simply the same color as the rest of the blue stuff in the show.

Having so heartily extolled the virtues of wall text, one might assume that the claim
of this essay is that no curator worth his or her salt should produce an exhibition
without copious amounts of didactics. Nothing could be further from the point. As
outlined from the start, effective wall texts can be quite short (or nonexistent).
More importantly, the writing of wall texts should be approached as an enterprise
that is absolutely distinct from composing catalog prose or press releases. Never
forget that viewers are, more often than not standing––a less than ideal position
for reading. (Unless, like Mary Cassatt, you’ve an umbrella to lean on.) For this
reason too, the language of labels should be tuned to viewers’ ears. An active voice
and short sentences are one way to avoid inducing mental collapse on the gallery
floor. Write as you yourself would like to be addressed. In his advice on writing
labels, North recounts an anecdote about a label “accompanying a mounted lion in
a large English museum: ‘Lion, a digitigrade carnivorous mammal belonging to the
family Felidae.’ A visitor, asking what the label meant was told that the lion is a big
cat which walks on the tips of its toes and eats flesh. ‘Then,’ he replied, ‘Why on
earth didn’t the man who wrote the label say so?”22 This story reminds me of one
that Richard Torchia, director of the art gallery at Arcadia University, tells of his
annoyance at a museum label that compared an Andres Serrano photograph to an
abstract expressionist painting, while delicately failing to mention that the photo
was a picture of cum.

As much as possible, the label should appeal to someone who knows more, less,
and as much as you do. Terms that are buzzwords in the art world (appropriation,
Baudelarian, post-conceptual) can only be used when the meaning is shared and
elucidated through the work itself. Why not equip viewers with the same heavy
artillery with which we curators are armed? Language can be rigorous, or
colloquial, as long as the overall tone is generous. It’s easy to hear when a label
sounds pretentious (“I know more than you do”), or worse, patronizing, (“Dear
ignoramus”). Unfortunately, it’s the art which then tends to suffer the viewer’s
disdain. Nor should wall labels read like undigested résumés––what does it matter
that an artist was up for a Turner Prize and will participate in the next Documenta,
when you’re really just trying to make sense of this object before you? (And why
waste words––good standing time––on listing credentials that many will find
meaningless to begin with?) By all means, avoid mystification. The labels for the
Guggenheim Museum’s Matthew Barney exhibition were laudable in that they
dispensed with that completely expendable term “mixed media” and lovingly
detailed every petroleum product and feather deployed. However, they were
extremely ineffectual as interpretation, doing no more than representing in words
the artist’s mythology––the complexity of which is self-evident through the work.
As a colleague pointed out, this was a missed opportunity for a museum to inform a
mass audience about key issues in contemporary art. As it was, a record number of
visitors would have left without a clue why it is significant, or possible, for an artist
to produce sculpture that visually functions as a film prop.

In researching this essay, I tried to learn from different institutions what policies
exist for wall labels. Where I work, at the Institute of Contemporary Art, University
of Pennsylvania (which organized the Serrano show with the offensive label), for
instance, the curator alone determines what goes on the wall. In speaking to larger,
collecting institutions, it seemed that curatorial departments were predominantly
in charge of originating the wall text. These were often vetted through education
and editorial departments. I never spoke to a museum where educators actually
wrote the wall texts, but there were rumors. What seems objectionable to this
practice (should it exist) is not some fear that educators cannot write about art, but
that curators would relinquish their authority as creators of exhibitions to those
whose job it is to instruct. Yes, there is much to be learned by looking at art, but a
label should aim to inspire enthusiasm and a sense of acumen about visual
experience in its own right. Why is this exciting or profound? not What can this
teach me? should be the label’s bead on expression.
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When asked “who” their labels are written for, most museums described their
intended reader as “college educated, but not necessarily in art.” Again, any rumors
that curators must write for second-graders––no three syllable words––went
unfounded. All of the major institutions have printed guidelines for label-writing.
These guidelines set out the museum’s “house style” (clarity is appreciably the
main concern); and define various types of labels (there might be appropriate
lengths for different types, or levels of information). Guidelines might include rules
like no foreign words (contrapposto) or technical-seeming terms (triptych); no
references to other works of art or artists. Editorially speaking, these rules are not
hard and fast, but open to negotiation. They mostly come into play when there is a
question of sense, or meaning. One of my most interesting conversations was with
Pamela Barr at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, a museum that does
not shy from using words like chinoiserie, when appropriate, in its labeling of art.
Barr has the encyclopedic task of editing all of the museum’s wall texts. She works
closely with curators to ensure they write not only for art historians, but for
museum visitors as well. Producing an active voice and short sentences are among
her editorial objectives. She also works with exhibition designers. There are traffic
issues to consider, so that information (and viewers) literally flow through the
galleries. A giant didactic pushed into a main artery is to be avoided, as are flotilla
of small ones shoved into a corner. When I asked her about working with Richard
Martin, Pamela Barr said it had been her great pleasure and honor to work with a
curator who would seem to have broken every rule of institutional label writing.

Richard Martin (1945-99) is to be celebrated for the wall texts he composed for the
exhibitions he created with collaborator Harold Koda. For many years the editor of
Arts magazine, then director of the Fashion Institute of Technology, and lastly
curator of the Costume Institute of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Martin was a
man of supreme intelligence and vision. Working together with Koda, who carries
on the team’s brilliant work at the Met, Martin curated exhibitions ranging from
‘jocks and Nerds to Fashion and Surrealism” to “Infrastructure,” a show about
underwear. These shows are known as much for mixing fashion, art and ephemera
as they are for their installation design––design in which text played a spectacular
role. Printed in scripts stylistically appropriate to the given theme, quotes from
sources ranging from symbolist poetry to pop culture to philosophy punctuated the
space. (Think of Kosuth’s “Unmentionable” exhibition, but cast conceptually in
pink not gray.) Labels, long and short, conveyed a sense of passionate interest not
only for the particularities of the objects on view, but for their possible meanings in
the world. Martin’s style of writing was erudite and expansive, full of his own
pleasure in knowledge, in words, and in the act of interpretation. Take the words
from “Bloom” for instance. The opening didactic for this 1995 exhibition begins:
“‘Bloom’ surveys fashion’s treatment of botany and of the brash paintbox of
flowers, revealing expressions of regimen and silence, beauty and youth, new life
and morality, naturalism and allegory.”23 It goes on to conjure the fragrance of
flowers, to speak of their language and fragility, to quote from Edna St. Vincent
Millay, to liken a 1950s ball gown to “a bucolic, arcadian ideal,” and to see the
influence of Burpee seed packages on a 1980s outfit. All in less than 300 words.
That can be the power of wall text. When treated as writerly text, and not just a
mode of description or information, what is written on the wall can provoke a
receptive and associative state of mind. Labels have the potential of art itself, to be
sensual, smart, and experiential.

 

I would like to thank those friends and colleagues, who took time to share their
thoughts, which inform this essay, and in particular, Geoffrey Batchen and Chris
Taylor for their helpful readings.

Endnotes:

Peter Schjeldahl, “Art Houses,” New Yorker, January 13, 2003, 87.
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Wall Text, 2003/6
Ink on paper
Courtesy the author

 

The Omnibus

David Hickey’s great omnibus of an exhibition “Beau Monde: Toward a Redeemed
Cosmopolitanism” was a beautiful argument for banishing wall texts from the
exhibition of contemporary art. Held in 2001, Hickey’s version of SITE Santa Fe’s
International Biennial presented the work of twenty-nine artists in a super-
customized installation that was created by Graft Design working in close rapport
with the curator and a number of the artists. White walls molded and curved
around individual works—works as disparate as Ellsworth Kelly’s classic
abstractions, Kenneth Anger’s controversial films, Darryl (Mutt Mutt) Montana’s
Mardi Gras costumes, and Takashi Murakami’s anime-inspired sculpture—so that
the entire museum was transformed into one great architectural frame.
Appropriately, the label for this picture hung outside the frame, in the form of a
boisterous graffiti drawing by Gajin Fujita painted on the exterior of the building.
Inside, works were identified by a free catalog brochure with short, informative
entries on each of the artists, a map insert, and a curator’s statement on the
premise of the show. All of the usual didactic material—from the introductory wall
panel to the explanatory labels—was rolled into one hand-carried item that
afforded viewers a chance to look at art, undistracted by text and labels.

To imagine visitors at Hickey’s show is to travel back in time to Edgar Degas’s print
of Mary Cassatt in the Paintings Gallery at the Louvre, 1879-80. She leans into a
contrapposto pose, supported by her umbrella, while her semi-invalid sister Lydia
sits in study with a gallery guide, both taking in the pictures and modeling for one.
This late-nineteenth-century picture evokes the art world of Charles Baudelaire.
The poet, art critic, and flaneur may be the ideal visitor to Hickey’s “cosmopolitan
salon.” Profoundly aesthetic and deeply informed, Baudelaire may well have
deduced avant la letter Hickey’s desire to make a show that would “very closely
resemble my idea of a ‘beautiful world.’” He certainly would have had little use for
a curator’s wall text.

But let’s say that Baudelaire, who was as particular as Hickey himself, isn’t your
anticipated audience. A critic and writer, Hickey is well acclaimed for his populist
and philosophical writings on the value of beauty and visual pleasure––influential
writings that cohere like a super-text to the entire SITE Santa Fe exhibition. One
might see the exhibition as a culmination of these texts, which, even if you hadn’t
read them, were elaborated by the installation’s shapely architecture and sheer
gorgeousness (Hickey described his selection as “art on the verge of design”).
Indeed, this show made spectacularly obvious something that is true of all
exhibitions: they are constructions dependent on conventions––assemblages of
objects composed in space for the purpose of display. And in eschewing wall text,
Hickey chose not to deploy one of those conventions.

It was a rare experience to encounter this choice, compared to the more typical
scenario in today’s museums. According to critic Peter Schjeldahl, exhibitions are

KEYWORDS:

Museum, Wall Text
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This exhibition is cancelled:  Gallery 1 Proposal Form 

Please fill out this form to propose an activity that will happen in gallery 1 of GoMA instead 
of Marlie Mul’s solo exhibition. Activity can take place from the 26th of May to 29th October 
2017. 

 * Events can happen between 11am – 4pm (Mon, Tue, Wed, Sat) 12- 4pm (Fri, Sun) & 11 -
7pm Thurs. 

Name:  

Email: 

Telephone:  

Title of event:  

Date(s) of activity:         Duration of event:  

Brief Description of the proposed activity: (Please include practical information such as 

materials, equipment, number of participants, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



GoMA retains the right to stop or cancel any event it feels is a risk to safety, may cause 
undue offence or harm or if the hosts of the event are behaving in a way that is counter to 
the standards of the institution.  

 

 

I …………….…………………….   here by agree to adhere to these rules. 

Signed:  

 

Date: 

*Due to large volume of applications submissions that are not selected unfortunately will 
not be contacted. GoMA will not be able to give feedback on the application or reasons for 
not perusing the application. 

 

 

Any selected activity is done so through the opportunity created by the artist Marlie Mul 
cancelling her exhibition; it is not a commission by GoMA or the artist and should not be 
credited or referenced to as such. 

Please read these rules and sign the disclaimer agreeing to abide by these rules: 

Any event taking place within gallery 1 of GoMA must adhere to these rules: 

 The event has to be open to the public. 
 The event cannot be profit driven. No money can be given to the event or activity 

organiser through donation.  
 The event must be self-contained. No staff, resources or budget will be available. 
 The event cannot be political. 
 Any activity must be undertaken at your own risk.  
 There must be no potential risk of harm to the public or staff. 
 No physical changes can be made to the fabric or fixings of the building.   
 There will be no fee or budget given for the event. 
 Permission for film or photograph must be sought prior to the event. 
 No food or drink can be consumed in the space. 
 No animals or vegetation, plant etc can be taken into the space (with the exception 

of accessibility animals) 
 Any abusive behaviour to staff or the public will not be tolerated  
 Any event that is discriminatory or seen to promote discrimination will be stopped 

immediately. 
 Please turn up at your allocated time as any following events will not be moved. 
 Please note there are no changing or storage facilities. Any personal items or 

equipment are left at your own risk. 
 Please not the building is on a very busy main road with no parking, drop off or 

loading bays available. All equipment must arrive and leave on the day of the event. 
 You agree to our use of any image of the event for social media and promotion 

purposes 
 Participants should adhere to the regulations of the building 

An event must be proposed in good conscience and not with any ulterior motive or malice. 
If this is deemed the case the event will be cancelled. 



Charlotte Posenenske Offenbach, February 1968. 

“The things I make are  
changeable, 
 as simple as possible,  
reproducible. 
They are components of a space, because they are similar to building elements,  
they can always be rearranged into new combinations or positions,  
thereby altering space.  
I leave this alteration to the consumer, who thereby again and again participates  
in the assembly process. 
The simplicity of the basic geometric forms is beautiful and suited to demonstrate  
the principles of rationalized alteration. 
 
I make series  
because I do not want to make individual pieces for individuals,  
in order to have elements combinable within a system,  
in order to make something that is repeatable, objective,  
and because it is economical. 
The series can be prototypes for mass-production. 
Series DW (at Fisher’s) is made of corrugated cardboard, which is lightweight and  
inexpensive: a material for consumption. 
Often, the elements or their combinations are very large in order to alter the  
spatial surroundings all the more thoroughly. They approximate architectural  
dimensions and for this reason also increasingly differ from the former gallery  
objects. 
They are less and less recognizable as “works of art.” 
The objects are intended to have the objective character of industrial products. 
They are not intended to represent anything other than what they are. 
The previous categorization of the arts no longer exists. Future artists will have  
to work with a team of experts in a development laboratory.  
Although art’s formal development has progressed at an increasing tempo, its  
social function has withered. 
Art is a commodity that is only temporarily contemporary, yet the market is  
minute, and prestige and prices rise the less current the supply is. 
I find it difficult to come to terms with the fact that art can contribute to nothing to  
the solution of pressing social problems.” 
 

Offenbach, February 11, 1968 

Manifesto, Charlotte Posenenske, Art International no. 5 (May 1968) 







Implicaciones materiales de escribir sobre arte

Estamos Cerrados

[en un mundo digital]



David Teniers, The painter in his studio, óleo sobre canvas (1610-1690)



I. Introducción a la materialidad



“La obra de arte es una entidad compleja que prácticamente 

siempre posee un cuerpo material. Ese cuerpo vehicula el 

conjunto de acciones cognitivas y creativas y las interacciones 

conceptuales que hacen posible su producción, circulación, 

aprehensión y recepción.” 

Carmen Bernardez Sanchez



“Entender los materiales significa poder contar sus historias.”



Robert Smithson, Spiral Jetty, basalto, cristales de sal, tierra, agua (1970)



II. Desarrollo histórico del objeto de arte



A. Arte Sacro B. Arte Cortes C. Arte Burgués

Propósito - Función Objeto de culto Objeto reprentacional Representación del 
entendimiento propio de la 

burguesía.

Producción - Recepción Artesanía colectiva  
Colectivo (sacro)

Individual y colectivo 
(sociable)

Individual

Categorías



Antigua Grecia

Erecteón, Atenas, mármol pentélico (ca. 421-406 a.C.)



Roma

Triunfo de Tiberio (parte del Tesoro de Boscoreale), copa de plata (14-38 d.C.) 



Atrio de la Casa de los Vettii (Domus), Pompeya



Edad Media

Taller desconocido, Relicario del busto de Santa Balbina, roble, pintura y dorado (ca. 1520-1530)



Planta de la catedral de Aaschen, Alemania



El coleccionismo del Duque de Berry



Curiosa Naturalia



Grabado del Gabinete de Curiosidades de Michele Mercati (1572-1581)

Renacimiento



Grabado del Ferranto Imperato, Dell’Historia Naturale (1599)



El coleccionismo del Emperador Rodolfo II



Pedro Pablo Rubens, Alegoría al sentido de la vista, óleo sobre tabla (1617)



La ilustración (siglo XVIII)

El museo del Louvre, París, Francia.



Juan Antonio Salvador Carmona, America, grabado (1786)  
 



Carl Linneo, Animale regnum, documento escrito (1735)  
 



Ignacio María Barreda, Castas de Nueva España, documento escrito (1777)  
 



Siglo XIX

Vista aérea de la Exposición Universal, Chicago (1893) 
  
 



Autor desconocido, Lover’s Eye, miniatura (1840)  
 



Vanguardias

Vista de la exposición “Cubism and Abstract Art”, The Museum of Modern Art (1936) 



Marcel Duchamp, La fuente,  
cerámica y glaseado de cerámica (1917)

Andy Warhol, Brillo Box, tinta de 
serigrafía sobre madera contrachapada 

(1969)



Años 60

“Para mí, el arte conceptual significa una obra en la que la idea tiene suma 

importancia y la forma material es secundaria, de poca entidad, efímera, 

barata, sin pretensiones y/o desmaterializada”.  

Lucy Lippard, Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object (…) (1973)



Eva Hesse, S.T. ,latex, cuerda y alambre (1969-1970)



Actualidad

Baile Latinoamericano en Vortic (colaboración con el MADC) (2021)



Guillaume Ferrand y Thomas Brown, Correspondance, plataforma virtual (2020) 



https://hammer.ucla.edu/made-la-2020-version/ligia-lewis 



III. Caso de estudio: la obra de Roberto Carter



Roberto Carter, El pintor en su estudio, acrílico sobre fibra sintética  (2017)



collector/scholar, a wall text read: “For reasons
of historical accuracy, the text on the wall labels
in the reconstruction of the January 5–31, 1969
show reproduces the original specifications of
the artworks as found also in the catalogue. The
updated specifications can be found below the
introduction text of this space.” The section
dedicated to the show was a one-to-one scale
model based on photographs from the original
exhibition and its catalogue. The labels were
recreated too, as part of the exhibition. The
updated specifications mainly included brief
provenance notes. The decision to add updated
labels outside the recreation demonstrates the
wall text’s conflicting mandates: Are these labels
scholarly evidence or pedagogical devices? Are
they the history of an exhibition or are they its
present state? The Stedelijk, responsibly,
decided not to decide. They went with both.

VIII.
Is it still a wall text when it isn’t on the wall? With
technological developments, especially mobile
devices and social media, museums see
countless opportunities to engage with their
audience digitally, both in the building and
outside it. The Metropolitan Museum of Art has
calculated that while the museum sees six
million visitors a year, its website brings in
twenty-nine million, and the reach of the
institution’s Facebook page is ninety-two million.
The New York Times declared that these numbers
“raise interesting questions about what we mean
when we speak of ‘the museum.’”8

đđđđđđđđđđThe above question combines two others:
the first is where viewers expect to find
knowledge, and the second is an inquiry into the
way it is presented. The Met’s app has a
collection section with 425,381 records (as of
March 2016) and access to the museum’s
audioguide directly from a mobile phone. The
Guggenheim’s app offers tours through the
temporary exhibitions (with recordings of the
wall texts as they are presented in the exhibition)
as well as one dedicated to the Frank Lloyd
Wright building. The Walker has an online
collections catalogue – constantly updated,
media rich, heavily researched, and publicly
available.9 The Tate has produced over ten apps,
from exhibition-specific ones (which are offered
for a price of $2.99) to a mobile guide to Tate
Britain (offering videos not unlike the one on the
Getty’s website described above) and a game of
cards (“Tate Trumps”). All of these – maybe with
the exception of “Tate Trumps,” which is so futile
that it hasn’t been updated since January 2012 –
bring the kind of knowledge ordinarily acquired
inside the museum out beyond its walls.
đđđđđđđđđđMaking a great app will not save any
institution from the knotty status of its wall texts

and other interpretive material, but at least it
makes this content part of our current system of
consuming information. Making it publicly
available subjects it to scrutiny and
documentation (even simply by screenshots),
and perhaps gives it a more valid place in
systems of knowledge distribution.

IX.
In 2009, the Pompidou Centre in Paris presented
an exhibition where the only thing to see was
wall texts. “Vides” (Voids) was a retrospective of
empty exhibitions. Beginning with Yves Klein’s
The Specialization of Sensibility in the Raw
Material State of Stabilized Pictorial Sensibility
(known today largely as “Le Vide”), which was
originally shown at Galerie Iris Clert in Paris in
1958, the museum charted a history of vacant
spaces, including works by Robert Barry, Art &
Language, and Maria Eichhorn. The series of nine
empty rooms offered “nothing to see, but a lot to
think about,” according to Le Monde art critic
Emmanuelle Lequeux.10

đđđđđđđđđđA museum without wall texts is not a
solution. Taking away interpretive devices like
wall texts would chip away at understanding, at
the possibilities for art to present ideas that
expand the time and context of its making. One
thing these discursive elements could offer,
however, and don’t, is a shift from authority to a
multiplicity of voices. Imagine numerous label
systems, or layers on each label, or six
audioguides from different viewpoints, or
different exhibition guides according to a
visitor’s interest.

X.
Curator Ingrid Schaffner evaluates the current
state of wall texts in an essay cheekily headed
“Wall text, 2003/6. Ink on paper, courtesy of the
author.”11 Schaffner charts the history of labels
back to the early eighteenth century (in leaflets
offered to those recommendation-holding
visitors allowed to view private collections). She
alsođprovidesđa short history of artist
interventions into wall texts (“artists have a lot to
teach curators about the rhetorical power of
text” – the example of Fred Wilson’s work above
came from this essay) and a number of curatorial
methodologies for wall labels. What Schaffner
presents is not a best practices – since most
museums have created their own – but rather a
survey of suggestions. “Labels should talk to the
viewer and to the art simultaneously”; “language
can be rigorous, or colloquial, as long as the
overall tone is generous.” Most importantly,
Schaffner begins her list of recommendations
byđdeclaring that “there should be no set
standard for wall texts.” Authority begins as a
symptom or a reflex of comprehension. Authority
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